


TUMBLER-IN

Tumbler-In deals exclusively with advice and services for Bar 
Catering of private parties, weddings, ceremonies, business 
presentations and events.
The experience and passion of its founders, the quality of the 
products and the variety of the arrangements allow the 
personalization of every request for a truly special Cocktail Bar 
atmosphere, for any type of event and venue.
Exclusive setups, using professional counters and worktops, 
designed and carried out by our young and dynamic Staff, to 
fulfil every personalized request.
In wood and iron, with different combinations and dimensions, 
purposely studied for every theme and environment.
Personalized Drink List, chosen from a vast range of national 
and international Cocktails: starting from the selection of the raw 
materials, drinks and liquors of the highest quality, we give the 
opportunity of tasting the great classics as new trendy creations. 
To complete the service,  we provide a Staff of professional and 
qualified Bartenders, making Tumbler-In the ideal partner for 
creating a special and unique event, guaranteeing a “keys in 
hand” service.  No detail will be left to chance. 



MISSION

The attention to detail is our trade mark  in every aspect of the 
Bar Catering service: from the design, creation and set-up of the 
Bar Station, to the decoration of the Cocktails with fresh fruit 
and flowers, from the personalized drink list to the choice of 
professional accessories that are both practical for our team of 
barmen and bartenders, are elements of particular and 
exclusive decorum. Tumbler-in has a natural operating radius in 
Tuscany, Umbria and Lazio, and has installed a network of 
collaboration with the more exclusive structures in the Val 
d'Orcia and Val di Chiana. Tumbler-In also carries out service 
in all around Italy, collaborating with Wedding & Event 
Planner, renowned nationally and internationally for its 
Location and Catering prestige. One of our strong points is 
the uniqueness and craftsmanship of the product that we offer. 
Counters, bottle racks and arrangements are all thought 
through, designed and created by our own hands, to make 
every event exclusive, and to respond to any requests of 
personalization. Tumbler-In pays particular attention to the 
quality of the product, drink and liquor brands used and served 
during the Bar Catering. Starting from the best national and 
international brands, we always strive to find the most 
exclusive products, from small artisans or homemade extracts, 
of which we respect values such as quality, elegance and 
originality of the bottles, unmistakable tastes, attention to 
nature, to what is biological and to the land.



BAR DESIGN

Tuscan
The Sherwood bar made of wood in natural colour, is available in 
2-4-6 meters long modules. This model of bar is perfect for 
country and rustic style settings, gardens, wineries and historic 
villas with a Bohemian taste.

Glamour
The most exclusive bar, finished in white wood, a stand-alone 
module (2-4 m long); it's perfect for elegant ceremonies and 
events in the most enchanting locations bringing refined contact 
between our barman and guests. Perfect for ceremonies and 
events with a glamour style.

Provencal
Elegance and simplicity. A stand-alone module (2-4 m long), it's 
finished in white wood. This model of bar is perfect for parties 
with a vintage, shabby, rustic chic style or with a Provencal taste.

Industrial
Here's the smartest and lightest model, very simple but efficient: 
it's made of vintage iron and wood of stylish taste, perfect for 
weddings and classic parties or celebrations with industrial style. 
The standard module is 1,80 m long.
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CUSTOMIZED COCKTAIL BAR FOR YOUR EVENT

"The bar is open", what better phrase could there 
be to describe our services. Followed step by step by 
our team, you can personalize every detail of the 
Bar Catering, selecting your drink list choosing 
between national and international drinks or 
adapting the drink list and choosing the brands of 
liquors or  tonics that you prefer, deciding which bar 
station to use or creating, together with us, a new 
one based on the theme and style of your event, to 
live a unique experience together with your guests.

ALL INCLUSIVE OFFER
Themed-set Professional Bar Counter
Personalized Drink list
Unlimited number of Cocktails
Aperitif Service and qualified Party-Bartenders
Professional equipment and accessories
such as the Tumbler RCR Italian crystal glassware
Clearing up of the area concerned.

OTHER SERVICES: Barman service
By request, Tumbler-In provides its expertise, 
guaranteeing a qualified Bartender staff, observant 
of the clients requirements and availing the use of 
professional accessories.

Station Bar hire
Tumbler-In allows its clients the exclusive hire of the 
Bar Stations to be used in their events, also without 
the use of a Bartender or the supplies, taking care of 
the transportation and set-up of the equipment. D
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Li
st Spritz Veneziano 

Prosecco di Valdobbiadene
Aperol
Soda Water

Negroni
Americano
Bitter Campari
Vermut Rosso

Gin - Soda water

Mojito 
Rum

Fresh lime juice
Hierba buena

Sugar
Soda water

Moscow Mule
Vodka

Ginger beer
Fresh lime juice

Gin Tonic
Gin Lemon
Gin
Tonic water / Lemon
Lemon

Daiquiri
Rum 

Fresh lime juice
Sugar

Vodka Tonic
Vodka Lemon 
Vodka
Tonic water / Lemon
Lemon

Virgin Cocktail
Fresh lime juice

Maracuja
Fresh grapefruit juice

Ginger Ale

Margarita
Fresh lime juice
Tequila 
Cointreau

Toscanino
Bitter Campari
Prosecco di Valdobbiadene
Pink grapefruit soda



Tumbler-In is a Combo Produzioni brand. 
Come and meet us at our Speakeasy 
and tell us about your event. 

Our contacts:

info@tumblerin.it

Ettore +39 393 7614405
  Elisa +39 328 8113409 

www.tumblerin.it
Tumbler-In
tumblerin_barcatering

G. Galilei 34 Chianciano Terme 53042 (SI) 

01369000524 


